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Let X be a real Banach space and let D ; X be an open and bounded set. A
 .mapping T : D ª X with 0 f T ­ D is called 0-epi mapping on D if the equation
 .Tx s g x is solvable in D for every compact continuous mapping g : D ª X
which vanishes identically on ­ D. We show that there exists a mapping T :
2 2 l > D ª l such that the mapping I y T is 0-epi, but the degree deg I y T y g,
.D, 0 is well defined and equals zero, for any such function g. This says that the
degree theory cannot be applied directly to I y T y g in order to guarantee the
 .  .solvability of I y T x s g x in D for any mapping g as above. This fact provides
a good justification for the study of 0-epi mappings by M. Furi, M. Martelli, and A.
 .Vignoli Ann. Mat. Pura Appl. 124, 1980, 321]343 in infinite dimensional spaces.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
 .Let X be a real Banach space. A mapping T : X > D T ª X is called
``compact'' if it maps bounded subsets to relatively compact sets.
 .Let a , b be the Kuratowski measure and the Hausdorff ball measure
 w x.of noncompactness, respectively see 1 . It is well known that for any
bounded subset V of X, we have
b V F a V F 2b V . .  .  .
w xFrom 9 we obtain that if M: X ª X is a bounded linear operator, then,
for every bounded set V ; X, we have
b MV F b MS b V . .  .  .
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By the above, we see that
a MV F 2b MV F 2a MS a V . .  .  .  .
w .  .Let k g 0, ` . An continuous mapping g : D g ; X ª X is called an
 .``a-set contraction'' with constant k if for every bounded subset B of D g
we have
a g B F ka B . .  . .
w xDEFINITION 1 4 . Let D ; X be an open and bounded set and let T :
 .D ª X be a continuous mapping such that 0 f T ­ D . Then T is called
``0-epi'' on D if for every continuous compact mapping g : D ª X which
 .vanishes identically on ­ D, we have that the equation Tx s g x is
solvable in D.
M. Furi, M. Martelli, and A. Vignoli define the above mappings to
supply the concept of topological degree. Actually, in many applications, it
w xrepresents a good substitute for degree 4]6 . By the way, this definition
 .also agrees with that of essential compact vector field with respect to D
w xas given by A. Granas 7 . General classes of p-regular mappings were
w xintroduced in 3 . In our attempt to demonstrate the possibility of solving
large classes of nonlinear operator equations without using any degree
w xtheory, we showed in 3 that this is true for compact perturbations of
m-accretive operators. The natural question thus arises to whether it is
possible to have a 0-epi mapping with degree zero in infinite dimensional
spaces. This fact would provide an even better justification for the study of
w x0-epi mappings. There is a simple example in 4 on real line: Let
 .  .  . 2  .D s y2, y1 j 1, 2 , f x s x y 2, then deg f , D, 0 s 0 and f is 0-epi
mapping. One can get some hint from this example to define 0-epi
mappings in infinite dimensional spaces as the following. Take a compact
mapping C defined on the union of two open sets which have disjoint
closures which has no fixed points on the union of the boundaries and such
that the degree of I y C is of opposite sign on each of the sets. Then if U
 .is the union of the sets, deg I y C, U, 0 s 0 and yet every compact
perturbation of C which is 0 on ­U has at least two fixed points in the set
U. This is theoretically true. Do such kinds of mappings C really exist in
infinite dimensional space?
 2 .In this paper we exhibit a mapping T : X ª X X s l such that the
mapping I y T is 0-epi on a certain open and bounded set D ; X, but the
 .degree d I y T y g, D, 0 equals zero for any compact continuous map-
 .  4ping g : D ª X such that g ­ D s 0 . This means that we can solve the
 .  .problem I y T x s g x in D for any such mapping g, and this result
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does not follow from the direct application of degree theory to the
mapping I y T y g.
2. A 0-epi MAPPING WITH DEGREE ZERO
The main result of the paper is the following theorem. The degree
 . d I y T , D, 0 in its statement is the Nussbaum]Sadovski degree see
w x.2, pp. 309]310 .
THEOREM 1. There exists an open and bounded set D ; X s l 2 and a
 .mapping T : X ª X such that I y T is 0-epi. Moreo¨er, d I y T y g, D, 0
is well defined and equals zero for the mapping g as in the definition.
Proof. Pick positive numbers
a , a , l , « , R , and k1 2
such that
l 1
« ) a , R y a - , .1 2k 4
la l«rk 151r21 2 2 2) 1, a - R , a q a - R , « - R .2 1 2k l«rk y 1 4
For example, we can choose
l 1
s , a s 21, a s 6, R s 30, « s 26.1 2k 20
Set
5 5D s x s x , x , . . . g X : x - R , 4 .1 1 2
D s x s x , x , . . . g X : x ) a , x ) a , 4 .2 1 2 1 1 2 2
D s D l D .1 2
Obviously, D is open and bounded in X. Define a mapping T : D ª X as
x x1 2
Tx s « , 0, . . . q l x y a 0, , , . . . .  .2 2  /k k
and consider the homotopy mapping
tx tx1 2
H t , x s « , 0, . . . q l x y a 0, , , . . . , .  .  .2 2  /k k
w xt g 0, 1 , x g D.
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 . w xIt is obvious that H t, x is continuous on 0, 1 = D. Now we prove that H
is a-set contraction on D. Let M denote the right shift operator
M x , x , . . . s 0, x , x , . . . . .  . .1 2 1 2
For any bounded set V ; D, the noncompactness measure
w xa H 0, 1 = V F a « , 0, . . . 4 . . .
tx tx1 2 w xqa l x y a 0, , , . . . : t g 0, 1 , x g V .2 2 5 /k k
t
F a l R y a Mx : x g V . D2 5k0FtF1
l R y a .2F a MV .
k
2 l R y a .2F a MS a V .  .
k
4 l R y a .2F a V , .
k
 .  . where S is the unit sphere of X and a MS F a S s 2. Since 4 l R y
.a rk - 1, H is a-set contraction. Let us consider the equation2
w xx s H t , x , t , x g 0, 1 = D. .  .
We will show that this equation does not have any solutions on the
w xboundary of D for any t g 0, 1 . For this equation to be solvable in ­ D,
w xthere must exist t g 0, 1 , x g ­ D such that
tx tx1 2
x , x , . . . s « , 0, . . . q l x y a 0, , , . . . , .  .  .1 2 2 2  /k k
then
x s « ,1
tx1
x s l x y a , .2 2 2 k
tx2
x s l x y a , .3 2 2 k
...
txn




t 222 22 25 5 5 5x s « q l x y a x .2 2 2k
or
« 225 5x s 22 2 21 y l t x y a rk .2 2
« 2 16
2 2- s « - R .2 151 y 1r4 .
Therefore, we obtain that x is not in ­ D . We claim that x is also not in1
­ D . To see this, assume the contrary, let x g ­ D . Since we have2 2
x s « ) a , we only need to consider the case x s a . In this case, we1 1 2 2
have
lt
x s x y a x s 0 - a . .2 2 2 1 2k
We get a contradiction. Thus x f ­ D ; ­ D j ­ D . By the topological1 2
degree for a-set contraction, we obtain the homotopy equality:
deg I y H 0, ? , D s deg I y H 1, ? , D , 0 . .  . .  .
  . .In order to compute the degree deg I y H 0, ? , D, 0 , set x g D, if
x , x , . . . s H 0, x , .  .1 2
then
x , x , . . . s « , 0, . . . .  .1 2
and
x s « , x s 0, x s 0, . . . .1 2 3
However, this is a contradiction to the fact that x ) 0. Consequently,2
  ..since I y H 0, ? x s 0 is not solvable in D, we must have
deg I y H 0, ? , D , 0 s 0 s deg I y H 1, ? , D , 0 . .  . .  .
 .This says that deg I y T , D, 0 s 0. Therefore, for any compact continu-
 .ous mapping g defined on D and g x s 0, ; x g ­ D, we still have
deg I y H 1, ? y g , D , 0 s deg I y H 1, ? , D , 0 s 0 .  . .  .
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by using the homotopy of the degree. Now we are going to show that
I y T is 0-epi. Let us consider the equation
x y Tx s g x , x g D. a .  .
We observe first that the solvability of this equation is equivalent to the
existence of a point x g D such that
l
x y « , 0, . . . y x y a 0, x y g x s 0. .  .  .  .2 2k
We rewrite the above as
l x y a .2 2
x y 0, x y « , 0, . . . q g x s 0 .  . /k
and set
l x y a .2 2
Ux s x y 0, x . /k
 . Choose d - a such that 1rk d ) 1 and R ) R such that l R y1 1 1
.  5 5 4a rk - 1r2 and consider the set V s x: x ) d , x - R . Obviously,2 1 1
 .D ; V. We say that U is one to one on V: let x s x , x , . . . ,1 11 12
 .x s x , x , . . . g V such that2 21 22
l x y a l x y a .  .12 2 22 2
x y 0, x s x y 0, x .1 1 2 2 /  /k k
This implies that
x y x s 0, 1 .11 21
l
x y x s x y a x y x y a x , 2 .  .  . .12 22 12 2 11 22 2 21k
l
x y x s x y a x y x y a x , 3 .  .  . .13 23 12 2 12 22 2 22k
...
l
x y x s x y a x y x y a x , n q 1 .  .  . .1nq1 2 nq1 12 2 1n 22 2 2 nk
...
 .  .It follows from 1 , 2 that
x s x ,11 21
l
x y x s x y x x . .12 22 12 22 11k
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If x y x / 0, we obtain12 22
l l
1 s x G d ) 1,11k k
 .a contradiction. So x s x . From 3 , we conclude that12 22
l l
x y x s x y a x y x y a x s x y x x s 0. .  .  . .13 23 12 2 22 22 2 22 12 22 22k k
Therefore x s x . By induction we can prove that x s x , ;n.13 23 1nq1 2 nq1
Thus we obtain x s x which implies that Uy1 exists on UV.1 2
Next we show that Uy1 is continuous on UV. For any y g UV, from
  .  ..the equation x s x , x , . . . , y s y , y , . . .1 2 1 2
l x y a .2 2
x y 0, x s y , /k
we get
x s y ,1 1
ky y la y2 2 1
x s . ) .2 k y ly1
 .  .Let y s y , y , . . . g UV, find x s x , x , . . . g V such that x si i1 i2 i i1 i2 i
Uy1 y , i s 1, 2, i.e.,i
l x y a .i2 2
x y 0, x s y , i s 1, 2.i i i /k
From these two equalities, we obtain the difference as
l x y a l x y a .  .12 2 22 2
x y x y 0, x y 0, x s y y y ,1 2 1 2 1 2 /  /k k
thus
l
5 5 5 5x y x F x y a x y x y a x q y y y .  .1 2 12 2 1 22 2 2 1 2k
l
F x y a x y x y a x .  .12 2 1 12 2 2k
l
5 5q x y a x y x y a x q y y y .  .12 2 2 22 2 2 1 2k
l l
5 5 5 5 < < 5 5F x y a x y x q x x y x q y y y . .12 2 1 2 2 12 22 1 2k k
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It follows that
5 5 < < 5 5lrk x x y x q y y y . 2 12 22 1 2
5 5x y x F1 2 < <1 y lrk x y a . 12 2
)) .
< < 5 5lrk R x y x q y y y . 1 12 22 1 2F .
1 y l R y a rk .1 2
< <  .Next we compute x y x as the following. From ) , we get12 22
< <x y x12 22
ky y la y ky y la y12 2 11 22 2 21s y
k y ly k y ly11 21
2k y y y y kl y y y y y y kla y y y .  .  .12 22 12 21 11 22 2 11 21s
k y ly k y ly .  .11 21
2 5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5 5 5k y y y q kl y y y y q y y y y q lka y y y .1 2 12 1 2 11 1 2 2 1 2F
< < < <k y lR k y lR1 1
2 5 5k q 2klR q lka y y y .2 1 2F 2k y lR .1
< < < <  .since y F R and y F R . Let us continue the inequality of )) ,11 1 12 1
5 5x y x1 2
22 5 5 5 5lrk R k q 2klR q lka r k y lR y y y q y y y .  . . /1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2F
1 y l R y a rk .1 2
5 5s c y y y ,1 2
where c is a constant. From this inequality we conclude that Uy1 is
continuous on the set UV. Set
G x s « , 0, . . . q g x . .  .  .
 .Then we can rewrite a as
Ux s G x , x g D .
or
y s G Uy1 y , y g UD. .
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y1  .Since U is continuous on UV and D ; V, we will show that ­ UD ;
 .  .U ­ D . For any set G open in X, U G l V is open in UV and
 .U G l V is closed in UV. Let G s D. Since D is open in X and
 .  .D l V s D, D l V s D, so U D l V s U D is open in UV and
 .  .  .U D l V s U D is closed in UV. Also we have that ­ UD l UD s B.
So from the continuity of Uy1 on UV, we get
­ UD j UD s UD s U D l V ; U D l V s UD s U ­ D j UD. .  .  . .
 .  .This implies that ­ UD ; U ­ D .
 .  y1 .  .Thus ; y g ­ UD , g U y g g ­ D s 0, so we have
G Uy1 y s « , 0, . . . q g Uy1 y s « , 0, . . . .  . .  .
; y g ­ UD . .
 .Since UD and G D are bounded, there exist r ) 0 such that UD j
 .  .  .  .G D ; B 0 . Define a mapping F: B 0 ª B 0 byr r r
G Uy1 y for y g UD; .
F y s .  « , 0, . . . for y f UD. .
It is easy to see that F is a compact continuous mapping. From well known
w x  .Schauder fixed point theorem 8 , there exists y# g B 0 such that y# sr
 .  .F y# . If y# f UD, then y# s « , 0, . . . . However, we can prove that
 .« , 0, . . . g UD, thus we get a contradiction. To the end we will prove this
statement. This means that we have to show the following equation is
solvable in D.
l
x y x y a 0, x s « , 0, . . . . b .  .  .  .2 2k
This equality is equivalent to
x s « ,1
l
x s x y a x , .2 2 2 1k
l
x s x y a x , .3 2 2 2k
...
l
x s x y a x , .nq1 2 2 nk
...
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 .From the first two equations we get that x s l«a r l« y k - R, then2 2
« 225 5x s 22 21 y l x y a rk .2 2
« 2
- 22 21 y l R y a rk .2
« 2 16
2 2- s « - R ,2 151 y 1r4 .
 .which implies that all solutions of b are in D . Furthermore, from x s «1 1
 . .and x s 1rk x y a x , we obtain2 2 2 1
l« la «2
x s x y .2 2k k
Thus
l«rk a . 2
x s .2 l«rk y 1
 .  .Since l«rk ) la rk ) 1, we have l«rk r l«rk y 1 ) 1. It follows that1
x ) a . Now we are in this position that x s « ) a and x ) a which2 2 1 1 2 2
 .implies that all the solutions of b are also in D . Hence, x g D l D2 1 2
 .and « , 0, . . . g UD.
Now our contradiction implies that y# g UD. Set x# s Uy1 y#, then
x# g D and Ux# g Gx#. This says there exists x# g D such that x# y
 .Tx# s g x# . Back to the definition, we see that I y T is 0-epi. We
complete the proof.
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